NOVember 25, 2018 at 1:00 pm CST
Sale Schedule:

Nov. 21, Wednesday – Cattle available for viewing
at sale site in Dixon, IL. Prior to this cattle will be
available for viewing at Paulsen Cattle in Preston, IA.

Nov. 25, Sunday – Lunch served at 11am and the
auction begins at 1pm. (SALE TERMS on pg. 24)

Location and Directions:

Humphrey Family Sale Facility
1556 Red Brick Road | Dixon, Illinois 61021
From Interstate 88 go North on Rte 26 to stop light.
Take a right and go to the next stop sign. At stop sign
take right onto Rte 52. Go 2 miles to Red Brick Road
and turn left – the sale facility is on your right.

Hotels:

Comfort Inn – Dixon, IL 815-284-0500
Super 8 – Dixon, IL 815-284-1800

Industry Reps & consultants:

Cody Lowderman, Auctioneer 309-313-2171
Shane Ryan, Ring Man 309-371-7490
Tom Rooney, Midwest Marketer 515-491-6025
Kent Jaecke, Special Assignment 405-408-2440
Buddy Robertson, Consultant 580-747-7000
John Peterson, Consultant 402-873-2224
Ryan Dunklau, Consultant 402-369-2025
Scott Campbell, Consultant 309-337-0662
Matt Owens, Consultant 417-830-8180
Craig Steck, Consultant 319-530-8790
Joe Seale, Consultant 936-201-8272
Parker Hennely, Consultant 573-821-1627
Devon Olson, Consultant 309-714-1509
Charlie Wilson, Consultant 563-219-0318
Jeff Jackson, Consultant 254-897-9116

Sale HostS:

Paulsen Cattle
Jeff and Carmen with Kinnick and Copeland
6098 425th Ave.
Preston, IA 52069
563-212-9944 Jeff Paulsen
563-542-8889 Caden Curoe
www.PaulsenCattle.com

2018. A year that I will never forget. A year of huge successes and
memories – and yes, some perspective.
The 2018 show season has been one of the most successful in Paulsen
Cattle and Divas & Donors history with Reserve National Champions
at the MaineTainer, Angus, and Simmental junior nationals. Topped
off by champions or reserves at Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Maryland,
Virginia, and Colorado State Fairs and a slew of jackpot champions
across the country! We could not be prouder of the past show season,
and we are even more proud of the hard work that our customers and
their families put into those champions!!
The memories that came with this year’s countless champions are
something we will cherish for years to come, as well as the friendships
that were formed along the way. This year was also Kinnick’s first year
in 4H, and I can tell you that the memories I will take away from a
county fair with my son are priceless. The time spent with him at the
fair is something I will cherish forever. I can’t wait for the future with
him and Copeland as their show careers progress.
And as I mentioned at the beginning, with all of the success and fond
memories, 2018 also brought an abundant amount of reflection and
perspective. March 21st, 2018 is a day I will never forget. More vividly
the night before, lying in a hospital bed and saying I love you and
goodbye to my two sons and wife and the rest of my family. I never
thought at 40 years old I’d be faced with the emotional task of doing
such a thing, but on that day that was the job the good Lord gave me.
Riding on the prayers of an overwhelming amount of friends and
family, my open heart surgery was a success – and with a lot of
continued prayers and support, I am feeling great and back at it
full steam! So to everyone (and there were a lot of you), thank you
from the bottom of my heart. I now realize how unbelievably lucky
I am to be able to call all of you friends and family. Truth is – stop
for a moment, whenever you get a chance, and look around at all
you’ve been blessed with. Make the most of it. And never forsake it.
This year’s sale set is DEEP!!! I truly believe we have an {Elite} group
here that are ready to go show everyone what they’re made of. And we
cannot wait to hit the show road with you and your family and make
some new memories! Please call if you have any questions about the
cattle – or if you just plain want to talk!
Thank you and bless you all,
Jeff Paulsen

Campbell Land and Cattle
Jamie and Jackie Campbell
928 W.W. Railroad Road
Sycamore, PA 15364
724-263-0955 Jamie Campbell
860-478-3416 Tad Francis
724-986-0634 Darrin Lyle
www.CampbellLandAndCattle.com

Sale Manager:

Dwyer Cattle Services
309-337-1404 Bob Dwyer
309-337-6404 Nick Dwyer
www.DwyerCattle.com
{ The Paulsen Family }

{ Jackie & Jamie Campbell with grandkids }

Purebred Simmental
dob 4/16/18 | Reg 3443823
SIRE : Distinction
DAM : C5O2 (Broker x Cinderella)

Lots 01 and 02 – Full Sisters:
This pair of full sisters have us over the moon excited about the new C502 donor, who was previously crowned a
Sweepstakes Champion! Their look and presence coupled with structural integrity and sheer skeletal width ensures an
extremely bright future within the C502 cow family.
Campbell Land and Cattle

Purebred Simmental
dob 4/4/18 | Reg 3443824
SIRE : Distinction
DAM : C5O2 (Broker x Cinderella)
Miss Matlock C502 – Dam of Lots 01 and 02

These two young ladies have show heifer written all over them. Modern day build and look that is unforgettable. They
were both born to a coop herd young with no creep, and have done nothing but put it on since then. An all modern day
pedigree keeps you on the cutting edge of genetic potential once they hit the donor pen. Both of these girls will be in
Dixon on November 25th. We’ll let you decide which is better. Both bets are safe.
Campbell Land and Cattle

Purebred Simmental
dob 2/25/18 | Reg 3469199
SIRE : Jackson
DAM : Callaway X99
Reserve Champion PB 2017 IA State Fair – Maternal Sister to Lot 03

If you want one that just flat checks a lot of boxes, you can stop now! This big ribbed, bold built female is a great combination of elegance and power. No matter if you’re a sucker for looks, or that guy that just needs a brood cow, For Your Love
is your diva! Oh yeah, did I mention she is a maternal sib to a past Divas & Donors {Elite} high seller and multiple time
champion? Well there. I mentioned it. There literally is no reason not to try and own this female now. Proven pedigree
with a can’t miss build. Big time potential in this one.
Harker Simmentals

Purebred Simmental
dob 2/21/18 | Reg 3419252
SIRE : Distinction
DAM : 30X (Next Big Thing)
30X – Dam of Lot 04

When we sold 30X as a heifer calf, I swore that fall I’d found my favorite forever. A dominating champion and a freak of
a purebred way before her time. Low and behold, now my love for favorites has quickly changed from what’s dominant
in the show ring to what they can produce! And 30X has been getting it done. High sellers and champions abound with
the 30X lineage. This stunning baldy Distinction is no different. Big feet and bone with a maternal look and jet black soft
hair like a Denver fat steer. 178F probably reminds me as much of her mother as any. If you want one to campaign and
one to cash in on, “Getcha Some!”
Campbell Land and Cattle

Purebred Simmental
dob 3/24/18 | Reg pending
SIRE : Broker
DAM : SVJ Wild fires Dream (Dream On)
Supreme Champion Heifer 2017 IL State Fair – Full Sister to Lot 05

Exciting, Exciting, Exciting! A full sister to the popular Caldwell heifer who reigned Supreme at the Illinois State Fair.
Rope necked and square built with big feet. My kind of Simmental. A definite freak on a leash for a purebred! And for
those of you that live under a rock, the first calf out of the Caldwell heifer just brought a whopping $82,000, not to mention another full sister that eclipsed the $20,000 mark. Simmy’s like these are hard to find, and it’s females like this that
made Broker a legend. So if you’re ready to swing a big bat in the Simmy’s, no need to choke up on this one – swing away!
Holtkamp

The story of Boots.
The dominance of Boots.
The legacy of Boots.
For those paying attention during
Boots’ show career, one phrase sums it
up – “Get out of her way!”
The Junior Nationals, Kansas City,
Louisville, and Denver champion
could not be stopped! And these two
particular females (Lots 06 and 07)
are ready to continue the Boots saga.

Boots (Natl Champion / Triple Crown Winner) – Full Sis to Lot 06 / Dam to Lot 07

Purebred Simmental
dob 3/23/18 | Reg 3443821

Purebred Simmental
dob 2/17/18 | Reg 3419245

SIRE : Broker
DAM : 59Y (Flirt Away)

SIRE : Pays to Believe
DAM : JS Black Satin (Boots)

A full sister (Lot 06) and a Pays to Believe daughter (Lot 07) that are ready
to make their own marks on the family
tree. Both have the patented big rear
foot and big sweeping belly coupled
with great athleticism and broodiness.
The maternal phenotype they portray
is very appealing to both showmen and
the cow-calf guy. Good cattle are good
cattle. Whether you choose a full sister
or a direct daughter of the dominant
champion, the Boots family is a can’t
miss!
Campbell Land and Cattle

Well if you visit Dixon on November
25th and you miss Lot 08, you clearly
need to book an optometrist appointment. About 60 seconds in the picture
pen and 10 clicks of the camera, and
we were done! The eye appeal, look,
and pure WOW factor of Lot 08 is
amazing! For a female with this much
pizazz, she packs a punch in terms of
body and pure width as well. You can’t
help but look at her from 3 pens away.
Out of a great young Secret Weapon
donor from Cardinal Cattle Co, this
diva is ready for the tan bark. To say
we are optimistic about the earning
potential of this little lady
would be an understatement.
Imagine the future baldy show
heifers with this lady’s name
on the bottom side. Check out
her video online – you’ll see!!

Cardinal Black Jade 086C – Dam of Lot 08

Campbell Land and Cattle

Purebred Simmental
dob 3/27/18 | Reg 3429087

Purebred Simmental
dob 5/4/18 | Reg 3443825

SIRE : Loaded Up
DAM : Cardinal Black Jade 086C (Secret Weapon)

SIRE : Distinction
DAM : Whisper 5C (Bandwagon)

A few years back, we raised
Whisper 5C as a heifer calf,
and I couldn’t have been more
proud of raising such an elite
individual. She was so outside
the box for a purebred female – like a
purebred trapped in a crossbred body
and skeleton. Once 5C was crowned
Champion Simmental Female at the
Pennsylvania Farm Show, she headed
to the donor pen which resulted in two
high quality individuals in her first ET
crop. Lot 09 is everything we thought
she’d produce. Big bones and feet with
added fleshing ability and tremendous
rib. She’s got that great hair and the
perfect stripped face. Lot 09 is little
kid friendly and ready to hit the ring!
Campbell Land and Cattle

Sweet Whisper 5C – Dam of Lot 09

We found this little lady while scouring the Iowa State Fair Open Show.
Intrigued from the first glance – this
PB heifer is as attractive as they come.
Very proportional in terms of elegance,
body, and substance. You have to love
this young diva for all the boxes she
checks for both quality and pizazz.
She is little kid tame, but senior year
quality. Do not miss an opportunity
to own a can’t miss female with an
extremely bright future!
Bunker Hill Simmental

Purebred Simmental
dob 3/28/18 | Reg 3426816

Purebred Simmental
dob 2/14/18 | Reg pending

SIRE : Pays to Believe
DAM : JF Milestone

SIRE : Pilgrim
DAM : 3C Macho

I should definitely have my head examined for letting go of this one. With
Pilgrim semen as high as it is and
knowing how great of cows they are
making – one like this should never
leave! Truth is, we are maxed out on
grass and aren’t keeping any replacements this year, so I guess my limits
are someone else’s gain. This female is
so big footed, giant ribbed, and maternal – you can’t help but drool over her
as a cow. Not to mention, it’s hard to
poke holes in her when it comes to the
show ring. On the end of a rope, this
beauty ties everything together with
power and poise. One of my personal
favorites.
Paulsen Cattle

1/2 Simmental
DOB 2/7/18 | Reg pending
SIRE : Broker
DAM : Hairietta

Where does a guy start? On the pedigree side of things, the Broker x Hairietta
storyline is never ending and covered in purple banners and high dollar full sibs.
Supremes at multiple major jackpots, state fairs, and national shows – most
recently, Louisville last year. On an individual basis, I truly feel this February
female to be the crème of the crop. We have sold and been around many of these
Hairietta daughters, but I don’t think any have ever quite put it all together like
this one. When you analyze her from a structural, power, rib, profile, or just
plain WOW factor standpoint – this one gets it done! Be in Dixon and see for
yourself.
Hara Farms

Grand Champion % Simm 2013 NWSS – Full Sis to Lot 12
Grand Low % Simm 2014 IL State Fair – Full Sis to Lot 12

1/2 Simmental
DOB 4/21/18 | Reg 3443826
SIRE : Primo
DAM : Whisper 5C (Bandwagon)
Sweet Whisper 5C – Dam of Lot 13

The reigning calf champion from the % show at Keystone! This Primo daughter is everything we find positive in Angus
sired half-bloods. Wedge built and sweeping ribbed with great wheels. Out in the ring she gives you a tremendous look
while projecting into a gorgeous yearling next summer. The added consistency and power of the 5C cow family is obvious,
and the extra look of the Primo’s is there as well. Many people have stopped by and admired this maternal gem. She’s got
big banners in her future!
Campbell Land and Cattle

This striking baldy female comes to us
from our great friends, Ryan and Cori
Malone. Aside from having some top
shelf Limousin cattle, Ryan and Cori
have a few stellar Simmy and Maine
influence cows that are really producing. This Outsider sired female
is a prime example. It is hard to find
elite dual registered cattle, so when I
do, I try to latch on. This one is just
that. Her striking good looks stop you
every time. Very maternal in her build
and angular about the way she’s made
from front to back. I honestly don’t
know how I’d show her – I think she’s
a contender in either breed! And after
a successful show career, a fun one to
look at every day in the donor pen.
Malone

1/2 Simmental | MaineTainer
DOB 2/16/18 | Reg (ASA) pending and (AMAA) 491298

3/4 Simmental
DOB 2/1/18 | Reg 3441325

SIRE : Outsider
DAM : Witch Doctor x Meyer

SIRE : Relentless
DAM : Revival x Angus

One very unique 3/4 that not only will
leave a lasting impression on the tan
bark, but also in her progeny. We need
3/4 bloods like this to produce elite
purebreds. She is flat shouldered and
rocket necked with a square hip and
plenty of muscle. Great foot size and
shape and great angles to her wheels.
She’s a very square built individual
that’s also correct in her underpinnings. The Relentless cattle have been
hot – and with daughters like this, I’d
say it’s with good reason!
Harker Simmentals

For those of you that are long time
Divas & Donors followers – yes, this
is a direct daughter of the Udell Uncle
Cracker donor. A dominant champion
from her first prospect show in Ohio
all the way to a Top 5 finish at the
Iowa State Fair. The only thing more
popular than her in the ring was
her ability to get DNA’d! Which she
passed all 3 times btw! I predict this
smoke beauty will step into her mother’s footsteps & soon pass her because
she’s just that good! Where do you find
3/4 cattle constructed like this? Bred
like this? Nowhere! This is one they
will be talking about for sure. She will
make a great big heifer and the ability
to make a smoke purebred??? I’m in!
Udell Cattle

3/4 Simmental
DOB 4/7/18 | Reg 3481886

1/2 Simmental
DOB 1/26/18 | Reg pending

SIRE : On the Mark
DAM : Uncle Cracker

SIRE : Lockdown
DAM : Bandwagon

Bandwagon – Sire of Lot 17’s Dam

A gorgeous black baldy out of the
popular Werning calving ease sire
Lockdown and a Bandwagon first calf
heifer owned with the Shelton family
of Maryland. This is one everybody
finds when they visit the farm. She’s
very feminine about her neck and head
with a ‘look at me’ personality. For a
heifer with this much look, she has a
tremendous amount of lower one third
and overall dimension. A bigger, older
female that will be ready to go both
early and often. So put your hand in
the air and put her on “Lockdown!”
Shelton

A full sister to the popular % female
campaigned last year by Karlee Griswold! Capturing 5th Overall in the
Iowa State Fair 4H show, Reserve
Grand % Iowa Open, and multiple Top
5 finishes! Colored almost exactly like
her famous sister, this snazzy sibling
is ready to roll. Very attractive from
the side and has the gas and goods to
run with the big ones! Remember, she
is also a maternal sister to Diamond!
Look here for proven and predictable.
Campbell Land and Cattle

Griswold’s 5th Overall Heifer 2017 Iowa State Fair – Full Sister to Lot 18

3/4 Simmental
DOB 2/7/18 | Reg 3419249

Foundation Simmental | Composite Charolais
DOB 3/6/18 | Reg pending

SIRE : Utah
DAM : Obsession

SIRE : Broker
DAM : Firewater

Those who know me, know that I have
a zest for the ‘out there’ or the different.
Not many people are ballsy enough to
try Broker on a Firewater, or Simmy
on Char in general! But as it goes with
me and my pal Ethan – all it took was
a couple Twisted Teas and a minimal
dare, and it was done! And boy did it
work. This heifer is cool! She’s stout
yet angular, great looking and attention grabbing, hairy and athletic. She
combines 2 extremely potent lineages
in her blood abound with champions. We have sold some awfully good
composite Charolais cattle the last few
years, and this one ranks right up there
with the best. You’ll have fun with her!
Hanold and Paulsen

Starting into the rest of the breeds and
right into “the business breed” – we
have one special youngster here. This
Primo female bred by Shike is as fancy
as they come with all the extra bells
and whistles! Upheaded and cocky
with an incredible running gear and
foot size. Lots of natural dimension
and rib and all tied together into a
‘look at me’ package! We have had the
good fortune of being involved with
some great Angus females these last
3 years, and we don’t feel like we’re
slowing down this year at all! I sincerely believe this one can play on a
national stage. She is for real.
Shike and Wilson

Purebred ANGUS
DOB 5/20/18 | Reg 19242762

Purebred ANGUS
DOB 4/2/18 | Reg 19219692

SIRE : Primo
DAM : Fullback 9FB3

SIRE : Primo
DAM : Lutton

Here’s another elite Angus – and this
time in the April division. A wedge
built female with great bone and feet
coupled with a maternal attractive look
from the side. Erica is the kind everyone can appreciate. She’s modern day
pedigree and modern day build. The
word versatility also comes to mind
when laying eyes on this one. She’ll be
a force in the ring and also when it’s
time to breed. Easily mateable to both
Angus and Simmy for high revenue
prospects. The Angus have quite a history here at the Divas & Donors, and
these two {Elite} lots look to keep that
theme alive!
Thomas and Sons

While I do not claim to be an expert
on Charolais cattle, I do feel that when
we compare our white ones to other
cattle in general (of all breeds), these
two Charolais are pretty darn special.
Starting with this freak, Lot 22! Tell
me the last time you’ve seen a purebred
white one with this kind of neck and
head? Stacked on top of a flat shoulder,
square hip and tail head, and landing
on some big squishy feet?? I’ll wait.
But no seriously, this girl is out there.
Like breed changer out there. She can
show against the black ones and is an
outcross to Outsider. Come on folks,
it’s common sense – get yourself some
“White Kisses!”
Blind Badger Ranch

Purebred Charolais
dob 3/16/18 | Reg pending

Purebred Charolais
dob 2/3/18 | Reg 1261833

SIRE : 100 Proof
DAM : Leddy 20X

SIRE : Outsider
DAM : Turton x Thomas Ice Bucket

Yet another {Elite} Charolais
purebred prospect brought to
Divas & Donors by an {Elite}
Charolais enthusiast, breeder,
and good friend, Jeff Jackson.
We call her “Delores” around the barn,
and “Delores” is just plain good. Huge
sweeping rib cage with big flexible
paws and yet still has plenty of extension and look to draw you in. Jeff just
recently raised the Champion Charolais and the Supreme Female at Tulsa
and the American Royal. So when he
called and said he was sending a Char
he thought was damn good, I never
balked once. “Delores” is ready for you
to buy her, along with some purple
soap – and in return, she’ll put some
purple on your wall!
Jackson

5th Overall Heifer 2017 IL State Fair – Maternal Sister to Lot 22

Polled Purebred Hereford
DOB 1/09/18 | Reg 43961670
SIRE : About Time
DAM : Shelby

The Hereford breed is on fire. Massive numbers at their majors and quality
within the breed that’s ridiculously deep. We’ve had great success the past 10
years with Hereford steers, and in the past couple years, we’ve dug in on hunting
down some high quality Hereford females as well. I think this year we’re finally
ready to ring the bell! A full sister to the immortal Diana – and a beast at that! A
January daughter with greatness in her veins and built like a champion. Cobra
necked and long sided with flexibility built in. She’s big barreled and deep with
a flat shoulder and perfect hip. The high sellers out of the Shelby and Diana cow
family are too great to count, and this girl is one of the best yet! If you’re hunting for an {Elite} Hereford heifer, your search is over. Be ready on Nov. 25th!
Jackson

Shelby – Dam of Lot 24
Sullivan Donor TCC MS Diana 01 – Full Sister to Lot 24

MaineTainer
dob 4/16/18 | Reg pending
SIRE : Irish Whiskey
DAM : Hot Rod

For years now, the name Irish Whiskey has been synonymous with countless champions either sired by the immortal sire
himself or out of the hundreds of herd changing Whiskey daughters from coast to coast. John Griswold always described
Whiskey as a bull that could change an entire cow herd. I have lived through the Whiskey madness and have seen the plethora of champions first hand, which brings me to 24F. When I laid eyes on this little lady, I can honestly tell you my first
impression was that she was very special. And after having her around 60 days, I promise she’s special. She’s so good in her
angles; great headed and extended, and perfect hipped and tail headed. I know it’s risky to say, but I could say she’s the best
Whiskey daughter I’ve ever seen. She’s great haired and definitely has that “thing” about her that captures you and makes
you look! If you are searching an {Elite} MaineTainer show heifer and a top shelf Whiskey donor, Irish Renaissance is ready.
Kinna

At the 2018 Maine and Chi junior
nationals, I actually sat down and
watched the Maine Angus show, and
I’m here to tell you the Maine association is on to something. The Maine
Angus show in its early roots was
exceptional and shows no signs of
slowing down! My buddy Fox and I
were talking at Kansas City, and he
predicted within the next 5 years we
will see the Maine Angus winning
Supremes at major shows. And I’d say
with specimens like Lot 26, he’s right!
Exhibiting all of the positive attributes
of her dominant sire, Style – combined
with the extra flare, profile, and look
of a history making donor dam. She
has been extremely popular this fall,
and it doesn’t take long to see why.
We love this female. Come to Dixon
and see her for yourself!
Blind Badger Ranch

Maine Angus
dob 3/28/18 | Reg pending

Purebred Maine-Anjou
dob 5/12/18 | Reg 494416

SIRE : Silveiras Style
DAM : Statesman x 84M (X’s full sister)

SIRE : BOE Epic
DAM : NAGE Ante Up

It’s been a while since we’ve had a PB
Maine on the Divas & Donors sale,
but we are coming back this year with
a bang! This May baby more closely
resembles a MaineTainer than a high
% with her big capacity and bone.
Hair like a TH carrier and drool garnering good looks! She’s sired by the
hot new Buck sire Epic, the reigning
Denver Grand Champion Bull. With
the junior nationals coming to Des
Moines this summer, we can’t wait to
see this girl ready to strut her stuff.
Truly something for everyone on Nov.
25th in Dixon!
Beauprez and Wilson

I dare you to look away! Literally a
neck like a giraffe that transcends back
to extra length of side, big feet, ample
power, and an undeniable wow factor.
Another one that hit the picture pen,
struck a pose, and she was done! This
lady has plenty of gas to get to the end
as a yearling, and she’ll definitely be
ready this winter as well. Out of the
Winegardner/Jeffs Who Da Man sire
that’s a full sister to the Skiles family junior national champion and a
gorgeous Titan daughter. So if you’re
hunting a Chi, we got ‘em!
Fox and Trupp

High % Chi
dob 3/22/18 | Reg pending

High % Chi
dob 5/9/18 | Reg pending

SIRE : Money in the Bank
DAM : JSAR Titan

SIRE : Style
DAM : Who Dat Lady

Yes, you have indeed read her
pedigree correctly! Show me a
pedigree in the Chi show ring
that’s been more dominating?
Think of the purple banners
the Who Dat family has hung
in the last few years! This gorgeous May
baby is no different. She exemplifies all
the style and look The Who Dat’s have
had along with the great rib shape,
hair, and extremely good foot shape
and bone work. Full sisters to this very
female have demanded top dollar and
went to the top homes across the country. And as I mentioned before, they
absolutely dominated the High % Chi
ring! Another stunning female here
with a proven pedigree that will be
parked in Dixon on November 25th!
Wilson

Grand Champion Female National Chi Show 2013 NAILE – Dam of Lot 29

Grand Champion Limousin 2018 American Royal – Maternal Sister to Lot 30

We’ve developed a personal interest
in the Limousin breed starting with
a Lim-Flex we campaigned a year ago
and now a fall born purebred Limmy
this year. Both females created a lot
of exciting buzz within the breed and
other cattle circles. This particular PB
comes to us from the Thomas boys in
Maryland, and wow – what a set of
cows they have! A March female out
of the hot new sire Dauntless and the
great Peyton donor. The same donor to
my son Kinnick’s fall born heifer that
was just named Champion Limousin
at the Royal and World Beef Expo.
Cut from the same cloth, this
girl is ready! Burly and stout
with Clydesdale feet, great
hair, and giant rib. Want a
different breed that can make
a Top 5?!? See you in Dixon!
Thomas and Sons

Purebred Limousin
dob 3/11/18 | Reg 2147513

Lim-Flex
dob 1/17/18 | Reg 2147505

SIRE : Dauntless
DAM : AUTO Peyton

SIRE : TASF Crown Royal
DAM : 348U

Here’s our Lim-Flex entry to the 2018
Divas & Donors – and a smoker she
is! Sired by the same bull as Kinnick’s
buzzworthy purebred, this January
beauty is built just like her. Her neck
and head come up out of the top side
of her blade with a great shoulder and
robust rib cage and plenty of red meat.
She sits on an athletic running gear
and can flat get out and go! Limmy’s
like this are why they are surging into
the limelight and making Top 5’s from
coast to coast. Females like her are hard
to come by. We’ll see you in Dixon on
the 25th!
Thomas and Sons

NOV. 25, 2018

live auction begins at 1:00 pm CST
Terms and Conditions:
Cattle sell per the terms and conditions of their breed associations.
Announcements from the Auction Block on sale day regarding the
cattle selling in this sale will take precedence over the information
printed in this catalog.
No cattle will be loaded until paid for. Terms are cash, check with
proper ID, or Master Card/Visa will be accepted with a 3% fee. For
example a $1,000 purchase with your credit card will reflect a charge
of $1,030.
If you cannot attend the sale, please contact one of the owners, sale managers, or consultants for information regarding our
sight unseen buyer guarantee. We will arrange for a member of
the sale staff to discuss the cattle with you. Bidding can be done via
phone or by confidential bid prior to the sale. Please call between
November 23 and November 25 to obtain a bidder number.
flush rights:
Retaining the right to two (2) successful flushes at the buyer’s convenience and seller’s expense on the following lots: Lots 01, 03, 05,
10, 12, 14, 22, 24, 25 and 30
Registrations:
Please leave all transfer information with the sale clerks at the completion of the sale.
Liability:
Anyone attending the sale attends at their own risk. Dwyer Cattle
Services, Paulsen Cattle, Humphrey Show Cattle, the sale hosts and
consignors, and the sale personnel will not be held responsible for
any personal injury, loss, or theft.
Herd Health:
Health papers for interstate travel will be available. Bred females
have been pregnancy checked safe by a licensed veterinarian. The
buyer has within 21 days following the sale to re-pregnancy test
their purchases. If any animals are found open within those 21 days
you must notify sale management at once for an adjustment to be
made. Updated breeding information will be available on a supplement sheet sale day; this sheet will take precedence over statements
in the catalog.
Insurance:
Insurance will be available through James F. Bessler of Great American
Insurance Group, phone 815-899-9121. Talk to Nick Dwyer after the
sale to insure your purchases.
Trucking:
We will assist you in finding the most reasonable trucking options
possible.
ABSENTEE BIDDING:
Phone – If you cannot attend the sale, please contact sale management or Paulsen Cattle 24 hours prior to the sale in order to receive
a bidder number. At that time, we will make sure that we have
someone on the phone with you when your lot enters the sale ring.
Online – The sale will be broadcast via www.Liveauctions.tv.
If you are having internet trouble during the sale, contact Paulsen
Cattle, Dwyer Cattle, or any sale consultant to place your bid.

Special Donor Lot A
This is truly a one of a kind, and possibly
a once in a lifetime, opportunity folks. One
of the most powerful females we’ve had the
privilege to own. You can’t stack a deck any
more in your favor. Incredible structure and
width with added bone density and foot size.
As close to a sure thing as it gets – just buy!

Purebred Angus
DOB 4/28/2012 | Reg 17286743
SIRE : Silveiras Style 9303
DAM : KNC Cabin Creek Sandy 804

Grand Champion Owned Heifer 2018 NJAS – out of a full sister to Lot A

A female from one of the most dominant show heifer producing cow families in the Angus breed. 2352 was our top selling selection alongside Circle
M Farms of the 2015 Conley Cattle Co production sale. 2352 stems from
Cabin Creek Sandy 804, who can be traced to numerous champions. 2352
was the 2013 NJAS Owned Res. Jr Champion Div I Female. Other full sibs
include; the 2013 Grand Champion B&O Female, Silveiras Sandy 2354,
the 2015 NJAS Res. Grand Champion Owned Female, DPL Sandy 3105,
and the Grand Champion Female of the 2014 WNAF Jr Show and mother
of the $400K valued Conley Express 7211, DPL Sandy 3040. A full sister
to 2352 produced the 2018 NJAS Champion & 3rd Overall females.

Third Overall Owned Heifer 2018 NJAS – out of a full sister to Lot A

Special Donor Lot B
Your chance to not only own the mother
of the hot new sire Distinction, but a full
sib pregnancy as well! The excitement that
Distinction has created in just a few calves
is immense. Countless maternal sibs to this
very cow have been champions across the
country, & she’s just now hitting her prime!
Hara’s Miss Platinum (Lot B) pictured as a bred

1/2 Simmental
DOB 9/12/2011 | Reg 2741350
SIRE : Steel Force
DAM : the Original Hairietta

Mating opportunities are endless on this young matron, and she is ready
to go to work the minute she leaves with a cash return in the form of a
pregnant recip beside her. Miss Platinum is not only a proven producer,
but also a standout in egg production – doing 12, 15 and 17 the last 3 IVF
flushes to sexed semen. The power and predictability of this cow family is
unprecedented, and opportunities like this don’t present themselves often.
Take advantage here folks!
Sells open and ready to flush along with pregnant recip at side carrying an
unsexed full sib to Distinction due in February.

Distinction – a direct son of Miss Platinum (Lot B)
Grand Champion % Simm 2013 NWSS – Maternal Sib to Lot B

Bred 4/28 to
Rocking P Legendary
SIRE : Bandwagon
DAM : Broker x Miss America

* All breds were
pasture exposed
5/22 to 7/20
to Do Not Disturb

Bred 5/4 to
W/C Lockdown

Bred 5/7 to
FHEN Halftime

SIRE : MCATL By-Product
DAM : TRA Nicolette 371A

SIRE : Broker
DAM : 3 Aces Sideways (PB Red Angus)

Bred 5/5 to
FHEN Halftime
SIRE : Pays to Believe
DAM : Meyer 734

Bred 5/17 to
FHEN Halftime

Bred 5/17 to
FHEN Halftime

SIRE : Pays to Believe
DAM : 9FB3 Fullback

SIRE : Bandwagon
DAM : 9FB3 Fullback

Bred 5/5 to
FHEN Halftime
SIRE : Revival
DAM : Style

Bred 4/26 to
Rocking P Legendary
SIRE : High Regard
DAM : Sioux Steel (Steel Force)

* All breds were
pasture exposed
5/22 to 7/20
to Do Not Disturb

Bred 5/2 to
Do Not Disturb

Bred 5/17 to
Homeboy

SIRE : Sooner
DAM : 026Y

SIRE : Do Not Disturb
DAM : Bandwagon

To learn more, contact: CARMEN PAULSEN 563.210.8540 Carmen.Paulsen@ralcoagriculture.com

